Abstract. In [3], we studied p-mean curvature and the associated p-minimal surfaces in the Heisenberg group from the viewpoint of PDE and differential geometry. In this paper, we look into the problem through the variational formulation. We study a generalized p-area and associated (p-) minimizers in general dimensions.
Introduction and statement of the results
The p-minimal (or X-minimal, H-minimal in the terminology of some authors, e.g., [6] , [7] , [16] ) surfaces have been studied extensively in the framework of geometric measure theory. Starting from the work [3] , we studied the subject from the viewpoint of partial differential equations and that of differential geometry (we use the term p-minimal since this is the notion of minimal surfaces in pseudohermitian geometry; "p" stands for "pseudohermitian").
Let Ω be a bounded domain in R 2n . Let X = (x 1 , x 1 ′ , x 2 , x 2 ′ , .., x n , x n ′ ) ∈ Ω. For a graph ( X, u( X)) in the Heisenberg group of dimension 2n + 1 with prescribed p-mean curvature H = H( X), the equation for u : Ω ⊂ R 2n → R reads
where X * = (x 1 ′ , −x 1 , x 2 ′ , −x 2 , ..., x n ′ , −x n ) (see (2.10) in Section 2 for a geometric interpretation). In general, for a vector field G = (g 1 , g 2 , ..., g 2n ) on Ω ⊂ R 2n , we define G * ≡ (g 2 , −g 1 , g 4 , −g 3 , ..., g 2n , −g 2n−1 ). The equation (1.1) is the EulerLagrange equation (away from the singular set ∇u− X * = 0) of the following energy functional (called the p-area of the graph defined by u if H = 0, see Section 2):
(1.2) X (u) = Since we consider the variation over the whole domain, the singular set will cause the main difficulty in the study. In order to explain this, we generalize X (·) by considering an arbitrary vector field F = F ( X) instead of − X * in the following form:
where Ω ⊂ R m . Let S(u) denote the singular set of u, consisting of the points where ∇u + F = 0. Let u ε = u + εϕ. It is easy to compute (see Section 3 for the case q = 1) the first variation of F q : (omitting the Euclidean volume element)
where c q = ±1 for q = 1 and c q = 0 for 1 < q < ∞. For q = 1, can we ignore the term ± S(u) |∇ϕ|? A recent paper of Balogh answered this question completely. In [1] Balogh studied the size of the singular set S(u) (called the characteristic set in [1] ). He showed (Theorem 3.1 (2) in [1] ) that for F = − X * in R 2n , S(u) has locally finite n-dimensional Hausdorff measure if u ∈ C 2 . We obtained the same result as Lemma 5.4 in [3] by a different argument (we used only elementary linear algebra and the implicit function theorem in the proof; also we were not aware of [1] at the time [3] was written). In this paper, we generalize this result to the situation of general F (see Theorem D below and its proof in Section 6). For u ∈ C 1,1 and F = − X * in R 2n , Balogh showed (Theorem 3.1 (1) in [1] ) that dim E S(u) < 2n− δ where dim E denotes the Hausdorff dimension with respect to the Euclidean metric and δ depends on the Lipschitz constant of ∇u. He also proved the existence of u ∈ ∩ 0<α<1 C 1,α such that S(u) has positive Lebesgue measure for any F ∈ C 1 (Ω) where Ω ⊂ R m is a given bounded domain (Theorem 4.1 (2) in [1] ). In this paper, we consider functions u of class W 1,1 so that the size of S(u) may be large according to Balogh. Therefore for the case of q = 1 in (1.4), we can not neglect the contribution of the singular set to define the weak solutions (see Definition 3.2) to the Euler-Lagrange equation of F q :
Equation (1.5) has been studied in various situations. For F = 0, H = 0, (1.5) is known to be the q-harmonic equation for 1 < q < ∞ while it is the equation associated to the least gradient problem for q = 1 (see, for instance, [19] , [12] , [11] , etc.). Geometrically there is a dichotomy for the 1-form Θ ≡ dz + F I dx I associated to the vector field ∇u + F , where F = (F I ). Namely, the hyperplane distribution defined by the kernel of Θ might be either integrable or (completely) nonintegrable (Θ is called a contact form in this case). When F = 0, this is the integrable case. For the nonintegrable case (e.g. F = − X * ), the quantity of the left side in (1.5) with q = 1 can be realized as the p-mean curvature of the graph defined by u in pseudohermitian geometry (see (2.12) ). We study equation (1.5) with q = 1:
(1.6) div ∇u + F |∇u + F | = H Definition 1.1. Let Ω be a domain in R m , m ≥ 1. We say u ∈ C 2 (Ω) is a C 2 smooth solution to (1.6) if and only if (1.6) holds in Ω\S(u).
In [3] and [2] , we considered C 2 -smooth solutions u to (1.1) (i.e., (1.6) with F = − X * ) with H = 0 in dimension 2 and, among other things, we proved a Bernstein-type theorem. Later in [8] the authors obtained a similar Bernsteintype theorem through a different approach. The description of the singular set for a C 2 -smooth solution to (1.1) occupies a central position in [3] . As a geometric application, we can show the nonexistence of C 2 -smooth, closed surfaces of genus ≥ 2 with bounded p-mean curvature in any pseudohermitian 3-manifold. In [3] we also proved a uniqueness theorem for C 2 -smooth solutions for the Dirichlet problem of (1.6) in R 2n . Recently Ritoré and Rosales proved a rigidity result for C 2 -smooth surfaces of nonzero constant p-mean curvature and an Alexandrov-type theorem in the 3-dimensional Heisenberg group (see Theorem 6.1 and Theorem 6.10 in [18] , respectively).
In this paper we consider W 1,1 minimizers for
3) with q = 1). In Section 3 we define and show that in the space W 1,1 , a minimizer for (1.7) is a weak solution to the equation (1.6) and vice versa (see Theorem 3.3) . In order to overcome the trouble caused by singular sets which are not negligible, we introduce the notion of "regular value". Suppose u ∈ W 1,1 , ϕ ∈ W 1,1 0 . Define u ε ≡ u + εϕ for ε ∈ R. We prove that there are at most countably many ε's for which S(uε) | ∇ϕ | = 0 (cf. (1.4) for q = 1). We call such an ε singular, otherwise regular. That is, the above integral vanishes for almost all (regular) ε (see Lemma 3.1). So we do not need to worry about the size of the singular set for regular ε's. The idea of considering regular values plays a central role both in the proof of the equivalence between minimizers and weak solutions and in the proof of the uniqueness theorems in Section 5.
In Section 4 we prove the existence of a Lipschitz continuous minimizer for F (·) with a given boundary value in the case of H = 0 under the following condition on F :
for C 1 -smooth functions f K 's (cf. (4.11)). We require Ω to be a p-convex domain (see Definition 4.1). 
We note that a C 2 -smooth bounded domain with positively curved (positive principal curvatures) boundary is p-convex. Also condition (1.8) includes the case F = − X * . We can actually find out all the solutions to (1.8) (see (4.13)). We notice that, for n = 1, Pauls ([16] ) proved the existence of a continuous W 1,p minimizer for X (·) under the assumption that the graph of the prescribed boundary function ϕ satisfies the bounded slope condition (see [9] ).
The idea of the proof of Theorem A is to invoke Theorem 11.8 in [9] for a family of elliptic approximating equations (see also [16] ). Namely we first solve the Dirichlet problem for the following equations:
(see (4.1)). We end up obtaining a uniform C 1 bound for solutions to the above equations, and a subsequence of solutions converges to a Lipschitz continuous minimizer as ε → 0. In Section 4 we give the details of the proof.
In Section 5 we tackle the problem of uniqueness of minimizers in the Heisenberg group of arbitrary dimension (see Theorem B). We also generalize the comparison principle in [3] (cf. Theorem C, Theorem C ′ there) to a weak version and for a wide class of F 's (see Theorem C below).
We remark that in the specific case F = − X * the assumptions in Theorem B are satisfied. On the other hand, the condition div F * > 0 is essential in Theorem B. Let Ω = B 2 −B 1 ⊂ R 2 where B r denotes the open ball of radius r. Consider the case F = 0 and H = 1 r . Let u = f (r), v = g(r), and f = g with the properties that f (1) = g(1), f (2) = g (2) , and f ′ > 0, g ′ > 0 for 1 ≤ r ≤ 2. Then it is easy to see that u and v are two minimizers for the associated F (·) (see also page 162 in [3] ).
In Sections 6, we study the relation between C 2 -smooth solutions and minimizers. In [3] (Theorem B there), we proved that if u is a C 2 -smooth solution to (1.1) in dimension 2 with H bounded near a singular point p 0 , then either p 0 is isolated in S(u) or there exists a small neighborhood B of p 0 which intersects with S(u) in exactly a C 1 -smooth curve Γ through p 0 (the condition on H can be weaker). Moreover, Γ divides B into two disjoint nonsingular domains B + and B − , and Proposition 3.5 in [3] ). In Section 6 and the first part of Section 7 (see Proposition 6.2, Theorem 6.3, (7.1), and (7.2)), we will generalize such a situation and give a criterion for u to be a minimizer. In particular, suppose u is C 2 -smooth. Then Proposition 6.2 or Theorem 6.3 gives a criterion for u to be a minimizer in the situation H m−1 (S(u)) > 0 while if H m−1 (S(u)) = 0, u must be a minimizer (see Lemma 6.1).
In [16] , Pauls constructed two different C 2 (in fact C ∞ ) smooth solutions to the p-minimal surface equation ((1.1) with H = 0 or (1.6) with H = 0 and F = − X * ) with the same C ∞ -smooth boundary value and the same p-area in Ω ⊂ R 2 . These two solutions do not satisfy the criterion in Proposition 6.2 or Theorem 6.3, hence none of them is a minimizer. We can also see this fact according to Theorem B (uniqueness of minimizers). In Section 7 we construct the actual minimizer for Pauls' example (see Example 7.3).
In dimensions higher than 2, the situation is quite different. The size of the singular set can be relatively small under a suitable condition on F = (F I ). For x ≥ 0, let [x] denote the largest integer less or equal than x. In Section 6 we obtain an estimate for the size of the singular set and a condition on F for a C 2 -smooth solution to (1.6) to be a minimizer (see Theorems D and E below). Recall that dim E denotes the Hausdorff dimension with respect to the Euclidean metric.
for all p ∈ Ω. Then u is a weak solution to (1.6) and a minimizer for (1.7) if in addition u ∈ W 1,1 (Ω).
2 -smooth solution to the p-minimal surface equation ((1.1) with H = 0). Then in dimension ≥ 4 (n ≥ 2), u is a weak solution to the p-minimal surface equation and a minimizer for (1.2) with H = 0 if in addition u ∈ W 1,1 (Ω).
In Section 8 we study the uniqueness of solutions to elliptic approximating equations Q ε u = H (see (4.1)), ε > 0. Since this is an elliptic equation for a given ε > 0, the uniqueness of solutions follows essentially from the known elliptic theory (see e.g. [9] ). But for the reader's convenience, we include a proof here as the Appendix.
We were aware of the paper [17] while this work was being done. After this paper was submitted, we were informed of the work [18] . Some problems related to this paper were studied in [17] and [18] . We are grateful to Andrea Malchiodi for many discussions, in particular, in the study of Example 7.3. We would also like to thank the referee for stimulating comments and pointing out many grammatical errors.
Hypersurfaces in the Heisenberg group
In this section we introduce some basic notions for a hypersurface in a pseudohermitian manifold. By viewing the Heisenberg group or R 2n+1 as a suitable pseudohermitian manifold, we give geometric interpretations of (1.1) and (1.4).
Let (M, J, Θ) be a (2n + 1)-dimensional pseudohermitian manifold with an integrable CR structure J and a global contact form Θ such that the bilinear form G ≡ 1 2 dΘ(·, J·) is positive definite on the contact bundle ξ ≡ ker Θ ( [13] ). The metric G is usually called the Levi metric. Consider a hypersurface Σ ⊂ M. A point p ∈ Σ is called singular if ξ coincides with T Σ at p. Otherwise, p is called nonsingular and V ≡ ξ ∩ T Σ is 2n − 1 dimensional in this case. There is a unique (up to sign) unit vector N ∈ ξ that is perpendicular to V with respect to the Levi metric G. We call N the Legendrian normal or the p-normal ("p" stands for "pseudohermitian"). Suppose that Σ bounds a domain Ω in M. We define the p-area 2n-form A by computing the first variation (A will be computed below for the case of the Heisenberg group), away from the singular set, of the standard volume in the p-normal N :
where f is a C ∞ -smooth function on Σ with compact support away from the singular points, and c(n) = 2 n n! is a normalization constant. The sign of N is determined by requiring that A is positive with respect to the induced orientation on Σ. So we can talk about the p-area of Σ by integrating A over Σ (which might not be closed from now on). Then we define the p-mean curvature H of Σ as the first variation of the p-area in the direction of N : (the support of f now is also assumed to be away from the boundary of Σ)
Consider the Heisenberg group viewed as a (flat) pseudohermitian manifold
Note that e j 's ande j ′ 's form an orthonormal basis with respect to the Levi metric G 0 = (
It is easy to see that N is perpendicular to ξ 0 ∩ T Σ by (2.4) , that it is of the unit length w.r.t. G 0 and hence N is the p-normal (that the associated A is positive will be shown below). We can now compute
where ι N means taking the interior product with N and (dx I deleted)
It follows that
and Stokes' theorem. Substituting (2.5) into (2.6) and comparing (2.6) with (2.1) gives
Here we have used Stokes' theorem and the condition that the support of f is away from the singular set and the boundary of Σ. Noting that D = |∇u − X * | where
It follows from (2.7) and (2.5) that
Substituting (2.9) into (2.8) and comparing (2.8) with (2.2), we obtain the following expression for the p-mean curvature H Σ of the graph Σ = {( X, u( X))} :
Next we consider a general vector field
i.e., Θ F ∧ (dΘ F ) n = 0 everywhere (satisfied for F = − X * as shown previously). For instance, the condition is equivalent to
It is easy to see that Θ F annihilates the e I 's. Define the CR structure J F on the contact bundle ker Θ F by J F (e j ) = e j ′ and J F (e j ′ ) = −e j for j = 1, 2, ..., n. For the 2-dimensional case (n = 1), we can find a nonvanishing scalar function λ (= 2(∂F 1 ′ /∂x 1 − ∂F 1 /∂x 1 ′ ) −1 ) such that {e 1 , e 1 ′ } forms an orthonormal basis with respect to the Levi metric G F associated to (J F , λΘ F ). Let ψ ≡ z − u(x 1 , x 1 ′ ) be a defining function for the graph of u. By a formula in Section 2 of [3] , we can compute the p-mean curvature H F with respect to the pseudohermitian structure (J F , λΘ F ) as follows:
Here we have used
Minimizers in the Heisenberg group
In this section we deduce some properties of a minimizer in the Heisenberg group. In fact we consider a more general area functional (this is just (1.7)):
where Ω ⊂ R m is a bounded domain, F is an arbitrary (say, L 1 ) vector field on Ω, and H ∈ L ∞ (Ω) (we omit the Euclidean volume element).
We are going to investigate the first variation of F . Let u, ϕ ∈ W 1,1 (Ω) and u ε ≡ u + εϕ for ε ∈ R. It follows that u ε − uε = (ε −ε)ϕ. Let S(u ε ), the singular set of u ε , denote the set of points where ∇u ε + F = 0. So from (3.1) (noting that
Note that the integrand of the middle term in the right-hand side of the above formula actually equals (ε −ε) −1 (| ∇u ε + F | − | ∇uε + F |) whose absolute value is less than or equal to | ∇ϕ | . Therefore by Lebesque's dominated convergence theorem, we can easily take the limit as ε →ε± (+: the right-hand limit; −: the left-hand limit), and obtain
since |N (uε) · ∇ϕ| ≤ |N (uε)| |∇ϕ| = |∇ϕ| and ∇ϕ ∈ L 1 (Ω) by the assumption. Also from the above argument, we have the estimate
Namely, F (u ε ) is Lipschitz continuous in ε for ϕ ∈ W 1,1 (Ω). Let κ(ε) denote the Lebesque measure of the set S(u ε ) ∩ {∇ϕ = 0}. We claim that there are at most countably many ε's with κ(ε) > 0 for a fixed ϕ. First observe that S(u ε 1 ) ∩ S(u ε 2 ) ⊂ {∇ϕ = 0}, and hence (S(u ε1 ) ∩ {∇ϕ = 0}) ∩ (S(u ε2 ) ∩ {∇ϕ = 0}) = ∅ (empty). Let |Ω| denote the volume of the bounded domain Ω. So the number of ε such that κ(ε) > 1 n for any positive integer is at most [n|Ω|] + 1 where [x] denotes the largest integer less than or equal to x. Therefore there are at most countably many ε's with κ(ε) > 0. We call such an ε singular, otherwise regular (i.e., κ(ε) = 0). By (3.3), we obtain (3.4) in the following Lemma.
exists, and
Next for ε 2 , ε 1 regular with ε 2 > ε 1 , we compute the difference of dF (uε) dε for ε = ε 2 , ε 1 by (3.4). Using κ(ε j ) = 0, j = 1, 2 to shrink the domain of the integral, we obtain
Here we have used Lemma 5.1 ′ (also holds for u, v ∈ W 1,1 ) in [3] to conclude the last inequality in (3.5) by noting that ∇ϕ = (ε 2 − ε 1 ) −1 (∇u ε2 − ∇u ε1 ). We have the following result.
is an increasing function of ε for ε regular. (2) Let ε j , j = 1, 2, ..., be a sequence of decreasing (increasing, respectively) regular numbers tending toε (ε may be singular) as j → ∞. Then we have
Note that we have the precise expressions for the right-hand limit dF (uε + ) dε and the left-hand limit
Proof.
(1) follows from (3.5). To prove (2), first observe that S(uε j ) |∇ϕ| = 0 by the definition of ε j being regular. Therefore we have
. So we obtain
It then follows from (3.4) and (3.8) that
On the other hand, observe that lim
as j → ∞ (+ for decreasing ε j ; − for increasing ε j ). Here we have used (3.10) and Lebesque's dominated convergence theorem. By (3.9), (3.11), and in view of (3.3), we have proved (3.6).
Q.E.D.
is a weak solution to the equation (1.6), i.e., divN (u) = H in Ω if and only if for any ϕ ∈ C ∞ 0 (Ω), there holds (3.12)
(Ω) by assumption.. Note that with ϕ replaced by −ϕ in (3.12), we also have − S(u) |∇ϕ| + Ω\S(u) N (u) · ∇ϕ + Ω Hϕ ≤ 0. Moreover, if the (m − 1)-dimensional Hausdorff measure of S(u) vanishes, then the equality holds in (3.12). We remark that in Definition 3.2 for the case H ∈ L ∞ (Ω), the space C ∞ 0 (Ω) of test functions can be replaced by W 1,1 0 (Ω) since the former is dense in the latter in the W 1,1 norm ( [9] ). Note that in the definition of a minimizer, we require
, and H ∈ L ∞ (Ω) while for the definition of a weak solution, u can be in a larger space
Ω). Then u is a minimizer for F (·) if and only if u is a weak solution to the equation
Proof. Suppose u is a minimizer for F (u). Then dF (u0+) dε ≥ 0, and hence (3.12) follows from (3.3) (lettingε = 0 in (3.3) ). So u is a weak solution. Conversely, suppose u is a weak solution. Since F (u ε ) is Lipschitz continuous in ε by Lemma 3.1 (1),
exists a.e. (in fact at least for regular ε) and it is integrable. Moreover, we have (3.13)
On the other hand, from Lemma 3.2 and the definition of weak solution (Definition 3.2), we obtain that
. That is to say, u is a minimizer for F (u).
Existence of minimizers-proof of Theorem A
Let Ω be a bounded domain in R m , m ≥ 2. Consider the following elliptic approximation u = u ε (ε > 0) (a geometric interpretation can be found in [16] ) with given boundary value ϕ (∈ C 2,α (Ω), 0 < α < 1, say) :
where F = (F I ), I = 1, ..., m. In the case of m = 2n, I ranges over 1, 1 ′ , ..., n, n ′ (e.g., F I = −x I ′ for the case of a p-minimal surface. Here we use the convention that x j ′′ = −x j , j = 1, ..., n). We will make use of Theorem 11.8 in [9] to solve (4.1) in C 2,α (Ω) (then a subsequence of u ε will converge to what we want). First we check that Q ε is elliptic. A direct computation shows that (summation convention applies)
For 0 = (p I ) ∈ R m , we compute from (4.3) that
Here we have used Cauchy's inequality
). It follows from (4.2) and (4.4) that Q ε is elliptic. To apply Theorem 11.8 in [9] , we need to get an apriori estimate in
In the case of
, and hence b(ε, x, ∇u) = 0. Since Q ε is elliptic, it follows from the maximum principle (see e.g. Problem 10.1 in [9] ) that (4.5) sup
Note that the right hand side is independent of ε. For a general F , we will invoke the comparison principle for a second order, quasilinear operator with a "tail" term (namely, Theorem 10.1 in [9] ). First we can find the comparison functions as shown below. Let || || ∞ denote the supremum norm. Let B R denote the ball of radius R, centered at the origin.
Moreover, we can choose κ and κ ′ independent of ε (but depending on ε 0 ) for 0 < ε ≤ ε 0 , a positive constant.
Proof. Let w have the above expression with κ to be determined later. Let
= w 2 1 w 22 + w 2 2 w 11 (by (4.6)) = e 2x1+x2+3κR + e 2x2+x1+3κR (by (4.6)).
It is easy to see that any other term in the expansion of the numerator is bounded by either c 1 e 2κR , c 2 e κR or c 3 for κ large.
, are independent of κ. Therefore we have Q ε w > 0 in Ω by (4.7) for a large κ = κ(ε, R, ||F I || ∞ , ||∂ I F J || ∞ ). Moreover, κ is independent of ε for 0 < ε ≤ ε 0 , a positive constant. Similarly, we can find
Moreover, the bounds hold uniformly for 0 < ε ≤ ε 0 , a positive constant.
Proof. Let w, w ′ be the comparison functions as in Lemma 4.1. On ∂Ω, w ≤ σϕ + C 1 = u ε + C 1 for some constant C 1 = C 1 (ε, R, ||F I || ∞ , ||∂ I F J || ∞ , ||ϕ|| ∞ ) (independent of σ) independent of ε for 0 < ε ≤ ε 0 , a positive constant. On the other hand, we have Q ε w > 0 = Q ε (u ε +C 1 ) in Ω by Lemma 4.1 and the observation that Q ε (u ε + C 1 ) = Q ε u ε . Now we apply the comparison principle for quasilinear operators (e.g. Theorem 10.1 in [9] ) to conclude that
Similarly, there is a constant
So we obtain from the comparison principle that (4.10)
Thus (4.8) follows from (4.9) and (4.10).
For the gradient estimate, we will reduce the problem to a gradient estimate at the boundary. We need to require a condition on F . Suppose there are C 1 -smooth functions f K 's (K = 1, ..., m) in Ω such that
We remark that if both F I and G I satisfy the condition (4.11), so does F I + G I . In fact, we can write down all the (local) solutions to (4.11) . It is easy to see from (4.11) that ∂ K (∂ J F I − ∂ I F J ) = 0 for all I, J, K = 1, ..., m. It follows that (4.12)
where the constants C IJ satisfy the skew-symmetric relation: C IJ = −C JI . Since the left-hand side of (4.12) is linear in F , the general solutions are the solutions to
So locally there is a function g such that ω ≡ dg. Hence F I = ∂ I g. On the other hand, we observe thatF I ≡ 1 2 K C IK x K is a special solution to (4.12). So the general solutions to (4.12) are (4.13)
It is then easy to verify that F = (F I ) having the form (4.13) are also solutions to (4.11) for sup
Compute (summing over J while fixing I and K)
where ν I (u) ≡ (u I + F I )/D ε (u) and we have used the condition (4.11). Now for 4.3) ). It is then easy to see that (4.16) holds also for v ∈ C 1 0 (Ω) (use the regularization v h of (7.13) in [9] to approximate v). So (u ε ) K + f K is a weak solution to the equation Lw ≡ ∂ I {a IJ (ε, x, ∇u ε )∂ J w} = 0 (cf.
Then (4.14) follows. Q.E.D.
For a general F , the bound for ∇u ε may depend on ε if we invoke the maximum principle for a more general situation (for instance, Theorem 8.16 in [9] ).
To perform the boundary gradient estimate, we need a comparison function to apply the comparison principle. Let Ω ⊂ R m be a bounded domain with coordinates denoted by x 1 , x 2 , ..., x m . We call a coordinate system orthonormal if it is obtained by a translation and a rotation from x 1 , x 2 , ..., x m . We define a certain notion of convexity for Ω as follows. Definition 4.1. We call Ω ⊂ R m parabolically convex or p-convex in short if for any p ∈ ∂Ω, there exists an orthonormal coordinate system (x 1 ,x 2 , ...,x m ) with the origin at p and Ω ⊂ {ax 2 1 −x 2 < 0} where a > 0 is independent of p.
Note that a C 2 -smooth bounded domain with positively curved (positive principal curvatures) boundary is p-convex.
Proof. Given p ∈ ∂Ω, we have an orthonormal coordinate system (x 1 ,x 2 , ...,x m ) as in the definition of p-convexity. Consider the comparison function w = αG + σϕ where G is the functionG ≡ ax 2 1 −x 2 viewed as a function of (x I ), I = 1, 2, ..., m, for large α to be determined. In view of the invariance of Q ε (u) under the coordinate changes of translations and rotations, we compute (Q ε ,D ε being the corresponding operator, quantity of Q ε , D ε with respect to (x I ), respectively) Q ε (w) =Q ε (w) (w is w viewed as a function of (x I )) (4.18)
by (4.2) where P (G) is the corresponding quantity of
x2 G x1x1 with respect to (x I ), and A is a function of a, F I , ∂ I F J , ∂ I ϕ, ∂ I ∂ J ϕ while B, E are functions of ε, a, F I , ∂ I F J , ∂ I ϕ, ∂ I ∂ J ϕ. Moreover, a direct computation shows that P (G) = 2a. Since a > 0, Q ε (w) ≥ (≤, respectively) 0 = Q ε (u ε ) for positive (negative, respectively) large α = α(ε, a, ||F I || ∞ , ||∂ I F J || ∞ , ||∂ I ϕ|| ∞ , ||∂ I ∂ J ϕ|| ∞ ) by (4.18) . Note that α is independent of σ and independent of ε for 0 < ε ≤ ε 0 . On the other hand, w = αG + σϕ ≤ (≥, respectively) σϕ = u ε on ∂Ω since G ≤ 0 onΩ by the p-convexity. Therefore w ≤ (≥, respectively)u ε in Ω by the comparison principle for second order quasilinear operators (see e.g. Theorem 10.1 in [9] ). Noting that G(p) = 0 and hence w(p) = σϕ(p) = u ε (p), we then have
where ν = −∂x 2 at p. Observe that ∂w ∂ν (for either positive or negative α) is bounded by a constant depending on ε, a, ||F I || ∞ , ||∂ I F J || ∞ , ||∂ I ϕ|| ∞ , ||∂ I ∂ J ϕ|| ∞ , but independent of σ, p (moreover, the bounds hold for 0 < ε ≤ ε 0 , a positive constant), so is ∂uε ∂ν by (4.19). Since u ε = σϕ on ∂Ω and u ε − σϕ ∈ C 1 (Ω), we can easily show that the derivatives of u ε − σϕ in thex 1 ,x 3 , ...,x m ) (exceptx 2 ) directions all vanish at p. It follows that in thex j (j = 2) direction, the derivative of u ε is the same as the derivative of σϕ. So of course it is bounded by ||∇ϕ|| ∞ (note that 0 ≤ σ ≤ 1). Altogether we have proved (4.17).
Proof of Theorem A.
In order to apply Theorem 11.8 in [9] to solve the Dirichlet problem (4.1), we consider a family of equations:
Express Q ε,σ u = a IJ (ε, x, ∇u; σ)u IJ + b(ε, x, ∇u; σ) where a IJ (ε, x, ∇u; σ) and b(ε, x, ∇u; σ) are given by (4.3) with F replaced by σ F . It is then easy to check that the conditions (i), (ii), (iii) on page 287 of [9] are satisfied. To have an apriori Hölder estimate for ∇u, we invoke Theorem 13.2 in [9] . Comparing (4.20) with (13.2) in [9] gives
Following pages 319-320 of [9] , we findā IJ ≡ D pJ A I = a IJ (ε, x, ∇u; σ) and λ(ε, x, u,
3/2 by (4.4). Therefore we can take
3/2 in (13.4) of [9] , in which K ≡ |u| 1;Ω (see page 53 in [9] for the notation) and C ≡ || F || ∞ . Similarly we estimate
So we can take Λ K = ε −1 . Since both D z A I and B vanish, we compute
Therefore we can take an upper bound µ K = ε −1 (
, we have an apriori Hölder bound for ∇u in terms of n, K (≡ |u| 1;Ω ), Λ K /λ K , µ K /λ K , size of Ω, and |ϕ| 2;Ω . On the other hand, we observe that Lemma 4.1, Propositions 4.2-4.4 still hold for Q ε,σ instead of Q ε . So we have an apriori C 1 bound for solutions of (4.20), independent of σ and ε (for 0 < ε ≤ ε 0 ). Altogether we have obtained an apriori C 1,β (Ω) (β > 0) bound for solutions of (4.20), independent of σ (but depend on ε). By Theorem 11.8 in [9] , we obtain 
Moreover, the bounds hold uniformly for 0 < ε ≤ ε 0 , a positive constant. In view of (4.21) we can find a subsequence u ε j (0 < ε j ≤ ε 0 , ε j → 0) converging to u 0 in C 0 by the Arzela-Ascoli theorem. Then the Lipschitzianity of u 0 follows by taking the limit of ratios: (x = y)
Next we claim that u 0 is a minimizer for F (·) (see (1.3)) such that u 0 = ϕ on ∂Ω. Observe that W 1,q (Ω) is compactly imbedded in L 1 (Ω) (e.g., Theorem 7.26 in [9] ). So we may as well assume that u ε j converges to u 0 in L 1 (Ω). Also note that
We can therefore apply Theorem 4.1.2 in [15] to conclude the lower semicontinuity of F (·) (see (1.3)):
where we have used the fact that the Dirichlet solution u εj ∈ C 2 (Ω) is also a minimizer for F εj (u) ≡ Ω ε 2 j + |∇u + F | 2 . Taking the limit infimum of (4.23) and making use of (4.22), we finally obtain that F (u 0 ) ≤ Ω |∇v + F | ≡ F(v). That is to say, u 0 is a minimizer for F ( · ).
Uniqueness of minimizers-proof of Theorems B and C
Recall (see Section 3) that Ω ⊂ R m denotes a bounded domain and F (u) ≡
, and H ∈ L ∞ (Ω). We will prove two (W 1,1 ) minimizers for F (u) with the same "boundary value" have the same normal vector "almostly".
Proof. By (3.13) with ϕ = v − u, we have
As in the proof of Theorem 3.3, the same argument shows that 
It then follows that
Proof. We will prove (5.3) only for j = 1 (similar argument works also for j = 2) For p ∈ S(u ε 1 ), ∇u ε 1 + F = 0. So (5.3) holds obviously. For p ∈ S(u ε 2 ), (5.3) also holds by observing that ∇v−∇u = [(∇u ε 1 + F )− (∇u ε 2 + F )]/(ε 1 −ε 2 ) = (∇u ε 1 + F )/(ε 1 − ε 2 ) and G * · G = 0. For the remaining case: p ∈ Ω\[S(u ε1 ) ∪ S(u ε2 )], we observe that for j = 1, 2,
Here we have used the property
* also), we take the difference of (5.4) for j = 1 and j = 2 to obtain
We will use the following general criterion to prove the uniqueness of minimizers and a comparison principle for weak functions later.
Suppose ω j does not vanish identically. Then there exists a decreasing sequence of positive numbers a i converging to 0 such that Ω j,i ≡ {|ω j | > a i } ⊂⊂ Ω is not empty for large i and ∂Ω j,i is C ∞ smooth (by Sard's theorem; note that |ω j | is C ∞ smooth where ω j = 0). Also we take
where ν denotes the boundary normal. We first compute
Here we have used Green's theorem for the second equality and div(∇v k ) * = 0 for the third equality in (5.7). It follows from (5.7) that
On the other hand, a similar reasoning gives
, and hence
Here we have used ∇|ω j | = 0 if ω j = 0 (p.152 in [9] ). Lettingk → ∞ in the above formula gives
Letting k → ∞ in the first term of (5.11), we then estimate by using the assumption ∇w · (∇σ + F )
Here we have used ω j → w in W 1,p and (∇σ + F ) * ∈ L q (Ω) by assumption. For the second term of (5.11), we have
if w = 0 (noting that div F * > 0 or < 0 by assumption). By (5.11), (5.12), and (5.13), we reach a contradiction. Therefore w ≡ 0 in Ω (a.e.).
Q.E.D.
Remark. If F does not satisfy the condition in Theorem 5.3, then the theorem may not hold as shown by the following examples. Let Ω = (0, π) × (0, π) ⊂ R 2 . Let w = sin x sin y ∈ W 1,2 0 . Then ∇w = (cos x sin y, sin x cos y). Take σ = 0 and F = (cos x sin y, sin x cos y). It is easy to see that F * = (sin x cos y, − cos x sin y), div F * = 0, and (∇σ + F ) * · ∇w = F * · ∇w = 0. With the same σ (= 0) and w as above, we can also take F = sin x (cos x sin y, sin x cos y). Then still (∇σ + F ) * · ∇w = F * · ∇w = 0 while div F * = cos x sin x cos y has no definite sign in Ω.
Proof of Theorem B.
The proof follows from Theorem 5.1, Lemma 5.2, and Theorem 5.3 with p = q = 2, σ = u ε1 , and w = v − u.
Q.E.D.
Next we want to prove a comparison principle for weak sub-and super-solutions (a comparison principle for C 2 -smooth functions has been studied in [3] . See Theorem C and Theorem C' there). First we need to define relevant differential inequalities in some weak sense. Let Ω ⊂ R m denote a bounded domain. Recall Recall that we defined the weak solution to divN (u) = H in Section 3 (see (3.12) ). The following result justifies the above definitions. 
Note that ϕ + ≥ 0 and ϕ − ≥ 0. Now suppose u is a weak solution to divN (u) ≤ H and divN (u) ≥ H. Then the right-hand side of (5.16) is nonnegative by our definitions. So the left hand side of (5.16) is nonnegative, i.e., (3.12) holds. Conversely, suppose u is a weak solution to divN (u) = H. That is to say, the left hand side of (5.16) is nonnegative (note that ϕ is not restricted to be nonnegative here). By taking ϕ ≥ 0 i.e. ϕ − = 0 (ϕ ≤ 0 i.e. ϕ + = 0,respectively) in (5.16), we obtain (5.15) ((5.14), respectively).
in Ω in the weak sense if and only if for any ϕ ∈ W 1,1 0 (Ω) and ϕ ≥ 0, there holds
Theorem 5.5. Suppose u, v ∈ W 1,1 (Ω) satisfy the following conditions:
is increasing in regular ε. It follows that
by Lemma 3.2 (2). In view of the formula (3.3), we have
Observe that v 1 = u on {u > v} and ϕ = 0 on {u ≤ v}. So the right hand side of (5.18) equals the left hand side of (5.17). It follows that
We claim
Since ϕ = 0 on {u ≤ v}, we only have to discuss the case that u > v. In this case, ϕ = u − v and hence ∇ϕ = (∇u 
By Lemma 5.1' in [3] (which works also for u, v ∈ W 1,1 (Ω)), we have
. Noting that ϕ = 0 on {u ≤ v} and substituting (5.24) into (5.23), we finally obtain
We can now prove the comparison principle for weak sub-and super-solutions.
Proof of Theorem C. By Theorem 5.5 and Lemma 5.2 (switching the roles of u and v and taking Ω = {u > v}, ε 1 = 0, ε 2 = 1), we obtain (∇v + F ) * · ∇(u − v) + = 0. Then we apply Theorem 5.3 (with p = q = 2, σ = v, and w = (u − v) + ) to conclude that (u − v)
When a smooth solution is a minimizer
In this section we determine when a smooth solution is a minimizer. We will prove Theorem D, Theorem E, and Corollary F. We first prove a result for the case H m−1 (S(u)) = 0, in which a C 2 -smooth solution must be a weak solution.
Hausdorff measure of S(u), vanishes. Then u is a weak solution to (1.6) and a minimizer for (1.7) if
Proof. By Theorem 3.3, it suffices to prove that for any ϕ ∈ C ∞ 0 (Ω) (3.12) holds. That is,
Write Ω = Ω + ∪ Ω 0 ∪ Ω − where Ω + ≡ {ϕ > 0}, Ω − ≡ {ϕ < 0}, and Ω 0 ≡ {ϕ = 0}. If Ω + = ∅, then there exists a sequence of ε j > 0 approaching 0, such that Ω ε j ≡ {ϕ > ε j } = ∅, ∪ ∞ j=1 Ω ε j = Ω + and ∂Ω ε j are C ∞ -smooth by Sard's theorem. Since u ∈ C 1 (Ω), S(u) ∩Ω ε j is compact. Together with the condition H m−1 (S(u)) = 0, for any α > 0, we can find a finite cover of balls B r k (p k ) of center p k and radius r k , k = 1, 2, ...,K for S(u) ∩Ω εj such that
On the other hand we compute by the divergence theorem and the equation (1.6)
Since ϕ − ε j = 0 on ∂Ω εj , we can estimate the boundary term in (6.2) as follows:
by (6.1) and the fact that |N (u)| = |ν| = 1. Letting α → 0 in (6.3) gives (6.4)
in view of (6.2). Letting ε j → 0 in (6.4), we obtain (6.5)
by noting that the volume of {0 < ϕ ≤ ε j } tends to 0 as ε j → 0. Similarly we also have (6.6)
On the other hand, it is obvious that the integral of ϕH over Ω 0 vanishes since ϕ = 0 on Ω 0 . Observing that ∇ϕ = 0 a.e. on Ω 0 in view of Lemma 7.7 in [9] , we conclude that (6.7)
It now follows from (6.5), (6.6), and (6.7) that (6.8)
Comparing (6.8) with (3.12) and noting that the first integral of (3.12) is zero by H m−1 (S(u)) = 0, we have completed the proof.
Q.E.D.
Proof of Theorem D.
Computing the differential dG of G at a singular point p (where G(p) = 0), we obtain (∂ J u I + ∂ J F I ) in matrix form (note that G ∈ C 1 ). From elementary linear algebra we compute
Observing that rank (∂ J u I + ∂ J F I ) = rank (∂ I u J + ∂ I F J ) (the transpose has the same rank), we can deduce from (6.9) that rank dG(p) ≥ [
] where
Then by the implicit function theorem there exists an open neighborhood V of p in Ω such that G −1 (0) ∩ V = S(u) ∩ V is a submanifold of V, having (Euclidean) dimension dim E bounded by the right side of (6.10).
Proof of Theorem E. It suffices to prove that H m−1 (S(u)) = 0 in view of Lemma 6.1. Combining (1.9) and (1.10), we bound dim E S(u) by m − 2. It follows that H m−1 (S(u)) = 0.
Proof of Corollary F. For m = 2n, F = − X * , we compute rank (h JI ) = 2n. Therefore (1.10) is reduced to n ≥ 2, hence m ≥ 4.
We remark that the condition (1.10) does not hold in dimension m = 2. So H 1 (S(u)) may not vanish. Therefore a C 2 -smooth solution may not be a minimizer in this case (see Example 7.4). We will discuss the general situation that H m−1 (S(u)) > 0 below.
First we will give a criterion for, in particular, a 
± , respectively. Let ν + and ν − denote the outward unit normals to Γ ∩ B with respect to B + and B − , respectively. Note that ν + = −ν − . Proposition 6.2. Suppose we have the situation described above. Then u is a weak solution to (1.6) 
if and only if along Γ ∩ B, there holds (6.11) (
Note that for u ∈ W 1,1 (B), u is a weak solution to (1.6) if and only if u is a minimizer for (1.7) in view of Theorem 3.3.
Proof. Using the divergence theorem, we compute
Here Q.E.D.
In order to have a criterion for a more general situation, we extend Proposition 6.2 as follows. Let Ω ⊂ R m be a bounded domain. Let A ⊂ Γ ⊂ Ω such that Γ is relatively closed in Ω, H m−1 (Ā) = 0, and Γ\A is a C 1 -smooth m − 1 dimensional manifold. Suppose Ω\Γ = ∪ ∞ j=1 Ω j , the union of at most countably many domains Ω j . For each j, we have ∂Ω j ⊂ ∂Ω ∪ Γ. We can view Ω\Γ as domains Ω j obtained by cutting apart along Γ and Γ\A as the union of two copies of Γ\A. Let ν j denote the outward unit normal to ∂Ω j . Then ν j exists for any point p ∈ ∂Ω j ∩ (Γ\A). At p, there is another l (l may equal j) such that ν l = −ν j . Let F ∈ C 1 (Ω\Γ) for simplicity and H ∈ C 0 (Ω\Γ) ∩ L 1 loc (Ω). Suppose u ∈ C 1 (Ω\Γ) has no singular points in Ω\Γ. Let N j (u) denote the restriction of N (u) on Ω j . Theorem 6.3. Suppose we have the situation described above. Furthermore, suppose
for any j. Then u is a weak solution to (1.6) in Ω if and only if for each p ∈ Γ\A, there exist j, l as described above, such that at p, there holds
We should remind the reader that for u ∈ W 1,1 (Ω) and H ∈ L ∞ (Ω), u is a weak solution to (1.6) if and only if u is a minimizer for (1.7) in view of Theorem 3.3.
Proof. Let U ⊂⊂ Ω have compact closure in Ω, and suppose that the boundary ∂U is C 1 -smooth. For ϕ ∈ C ∞ 0 (Ω) with support contained in U, we compute
For the last equality we have used ν l = −ν j . Now observe that u is a weak solution in Ω if and only if the first term of (6.14) vanishes for any ϕ ∈ C ∞ 0 (Ω) and associated U. On the other hand, this is equivalent to concluding that (N j (u) − N l (u)) · ν j = 0 on Γ\A by (6.14).
We remark that it is possible that u ∈ C 1 \C 2 while N (u) ∈ C 1 in the nonsingular domain. For instance, let u = xy + g(y) with g ∈ C 1 \C 2 . Take F = − X * . We can then compute N (u) = (0, ±1) in the nonsingular domain defined by 2x + g ′ (y) = 0. We will also make a remark on deducing the second equality in (6.14) . First note that at points of A with H m−1 (Ā) = 0, ν may not exist. How do we deal with this? For any ε > 0, we can find a finite open cover ∪ k j=1 D j ⊃Ā such that k j=1 H m−1 (∂D j ) < ε. By the divergence theorem we have
Passing to the limit as ε → 0 and observing that the integrands are bounded (since |N (u)| = 1), we obtain
The idea of the above argument was used in [4] . We have displayed this idea in the proof of Lemma 6.1. We also used a similar argument in the proof of Theorem 5.2 in [3] . We remark that Pauls had a similar result (for m = 2, F = − X * , and H = 0) as Theorem C in [17] . Ritoré and Rosales also obtained a similar result for C 2 -smooth minimizers (for m = 2, F = − X * , and H = constant) as Theorem 4.15 in [18] .
Examples
We shall give examples of Lipschitz (continuous) minimizers in dimension 2. Definition 7.1. A p-area minimizer or a p-minimizer in short is a minimizer for (1.2) with H = 0.
Throughout this section, we will always work on the situation that m = 2, F = − X * , and H = 0. Recall that the integral curves of N ⊥ (u) are straight lines (see Section 4 in [3] ), called the characteristic lines, segments, or rays. We call the angle between Γ (oriented) and a characteristic ray (with direction N ⊥ (u)) in B + (B − , respectively) touching a point p ∈ Γ the incident (reflected, respectively) angle at p. Therefore geometrically (6.11) is equivalent to saying that at p ∈ Γ ∩ B, either N + (u) = N − (u) (see Figure 1(b) ) or N + (u) = N − (u) which implies
The incident angle=The reflected angle.
(see Figure 1(a) ). Suppose u ∈ C 2 at a point p ∈ Γ ∩ B and Γ is a singular curve. Recall that if the characteristic line segments Γ + and Γ − in B + and B − respectively meet at p, then Γ + ∪ {p} ∪ Γ − must form a straight line segment according to (the proof of) Proposition 3.5 in [3] . Therefore by (7.1) (note that N + (u) = −N − (u) at p in this situation), we can conclude that
The constraint (7.2) gives a necessary and sufficient condition for a C 2 -smooth solution of (1.1) with H = 0 to be a p-minimizer. We can have a function u ∈ C 2 (Ω) which satisfies the p-minimal surface equation divN (u) = 0 in Ω\S(u), but is not a weak solution or a p-minimizer.
Example 7.1. Consider F = (−y, x) in the following N (u)'s. (a) By taking a = cos ϑ, b = sin ϑ, and g(−bx + ay) = (cot ϑ) (−bx + ay) 2 in (1.2) of [3] for 0 < ϑ < π 2 , we obtain u(x, y) = −xy + y 2 cot ϑ. This is a C 2 smooth solution to divN (u) = 0 in R 2 \S(u) for F = (−y, x) by a direct computation. We can easily determine the singular set S(u) ≡ {u x − y = 0, u y + x = 0} = {y = 0}. On the other hand, N ⊥ (u) = (cos ϑ, sin ϑ) which is not perpendicular to the x-axis {y = 0} (see Figure 2(a) ). So in view of (7.2), this u is not a p-minimizer on any bounded domain Ω containing part of the x-axis.
(b) Let u(x, y) = −xy + y 2 cot ϑ for y > 0; = −xy + y 2 cot η for y < 0; = 0 for y = 0 where 0 < ϑ, η < 2π, ϑ = π, η = π. We compute
Observe that (7.1) (or (6.11)) holds if and only if ϑ + η = 2π (see Figure 2(b) ) by (7.3). Therefore we conclude that u is a (C 1,1 -smooth) p-minimizer on any bounded domain in R 2 if and only if ϑ + η = 2π in view of (7.1). Example 7. Figure 3) . Observe that the positive y-axis {x = 0, y > 0} is a singular curve where (7.2) holds true. Also on the x-axis {y = 0} except the origin, N ⊥ (u) is continuous and hence (6.11) holds true (note that the x-axis is not a singular curve, but is a curve where u is not C 1 smooth). Applying Theorem 6.3 with Γ = {x = 0, y > 0} ∪ {y = 0}, we conclude that u is a (Lipschitz) p-minimizer on any bounded domain Ω ⊂ R 2 .
Characteristic lines We remark that it is not possible to construct a Lipschitz p-minimizer having a loop consisting of characteristic lines (see Figure 4 for an example). Indeed, by contradiction, suppose that the loop consists of three characteristic lines γ 1 , γ 2 , and γ 3 as indicated in Figure 4 . Let ∆ denote the region surrounded by γ 1 , γ 2 , and γ 3 . We integrate the contact form Θ ≡ du + xdy − ydx over the loop as follows: Example 7.3. There can be two distinct C 2 -smooth p-minimal graphs (i.e., satisfying (1.1) on nonsingular domain) having the same boundary value and the same p-area, but both of them are not p-minimizers. Consider u = x 2 + xy, v = xy + 1 − y 2 (first given in [16] ). We can easily verify that u and v satisfy (1.1) with H = 0 on their respective nonsingular domains and have the same value on the unit circle in the xy -plane. But they do not satisfy (7.2) . So by Proposition 6.2 or Theorem 6.3, neither of them can be a p-minimizer. Compute the p-area (see (1.2)) of u and v over the unit disc ∆ as follows:
So they have the same p-area. By the uniqueness of p-minimizers (see Theorem B), we also conclude that neither u nor v can be the p-minimizer.
We are going to describe what the (unique) p-minimizer looks like on ∆ with the boundary value (or curve) ρ(θ) ≡ cos 2 θ + cos θ sin θ (θ is the standard angle parameter for ∂∆). Let (α, β, γ) be a point of a line segmentL ⊂∆ × R meeting the boundary curve with the projection L ⊂∆ passing through the origin. Suppose θ ′ is the angle between the positive x-axis and part of L, lying in the upper half plane. Then we have
. Suppose the contact plane passing through (α, β, γ) intersects the boundary curve ρ at (cos θ, sin θ, ρ(θ)). Then we have the following relation:
(7.5) ρ(θ) − ρ(θ ′ ) + t sin(θ − θ ′ ) = 0 by observing that z − γ + x(y − β) − y(x − α) = 0 is the equation for such a contact plane in R 3 with coordinates (x, y, z). By elementary trigonometry for the above specific ρ, we can reduce (7.5) to The idea is to choose θ ′ such that sin(2θ ′ + π 4 ) = 0. Then we solve (7.6) for θ (perhaps we have multiple solutions). KeepingL or L associated to θ ′ as the singular set in mind, we connect (α, β, γ) ∈L to a point of the boundary curve, associated to θ, by a line segment. Since these line segments are Legendrian, their union forms a Legendrian ruled surface, hence a p-minimal surface ( [3] ). Moreover, if two characteristic lines (i.e., above Legendrian lines projected to the xy-plane) meet at a point ofL, condition (7.1) holds. So in this way we can construct the p-minimizer by Proposition 6.2 or Theorem 6.3. We give more details below. (note that for θ ′ = 7 8 π we have −t instead of t in (7.7)). By the double angle formula, we deduce from (7.7) that The solutions to (b) of (7.8) are 3 8 π +nπ for any integer n, which we ignore. We have two solutions θ 1 , θ 2 (modulo an integral multiple of 2π) to (a) of (7.8) for a given t with the relation (7.9)
When t runs from −1 to 1, θ 1 runs from t connecting (α, β, γ) ∈L to (cos θ j , sin θ j , ρ(θ j )), j = 1, 2, respectively. We will define a graphǔ over∆, whose restriction to the region Ω ≡ L ∪ (∪ j=1,2;−1≤t≤1 Γ j t ) isL ∪ (∪ j=1,2;−1≤t≤1Γ j t ). We can parametrizẽ Γ x = s(sin η(t)) + α(t) y = −s(cos η(t)) + β(t) z = s[β(t) sin η(t) + α(t) cos η(t)] + γ(t).
Here η(t) = π 2 + θ 2 (t) − δ(t) in which cos(θ 2 (t) − (see (a) of (7.8))
and tan δ(t) = t 1 − t 2 /2/(1 − t 2 / √ 2) by elementary plane geometry (we leave the details to the reader). On the other hand, (7.1) holds along L due to (7.9) . Thereforeǔ ∈ C 1,1 is a weak solution to (1.1) with H = 0 over the region Ω. The remaining domain∆\Ω consists of four small fan-shaped regions (see Figure 5 ). For each of such regions, we can connect two points on the boundary curve, indicated by θ ′ and θ which are related by (7.6) with t = 1. Thus we obtain a family of Legendrian line segments whose lengths are getting smaller when both θ ′ and θ tend to some critical value (e.g., for the fan-shaped region between The existence of solutions to (4.1) is asserted in Theorem 4.5. In this section we are going to prove the uniqueness. In fact we can obtain more general results. First we define (8.1) N ε (u) ≡ ∇u + F ε 2 + |∇u + F | 2 .
Let α ≡ (ε, ∇u+ F ) ∈ R×R m = R m+1 . Denote | α| as α. Similarly let β ≡ (ε, ∇v+ F ) and β ≡ | β|.
Proof. Given a > 0, we choose a function f a ∈ C 1 (R) with the property that f a ≡ 0 in (−∞, a], f a > 0, and f Q.E.D. We remark that basically the above result can be deduced from Theorem 10.7 in [9] . Q.E.D.
We remark that the proof of Theorem 8.4 is based on the idea of the proof of Theorem 8.1 in [9] .
